“Quality is cheaper for us
in the long run.”

A clean affair.

“It is important to us to have
a fully functional filter that
ensures compliance with Euro VI
standards – and one that lasts
as long as possible. The filters
cleaned by Mercedes-Benz
guarantee us this at a really
reasonable price. This makes
economic sense for our trucking
company on all counts.”
Manfred B., workshop manager

The advantages of Mercedes-Benz
Genuine Remanufactured Diesel Particulate
Filters at a glance:
	Attractive price – in a set with all required parts
	Short downtimes – thanks to the exchange process
	Full performance efficiency – identical to a new part
	Optimal fuel economy – optimal engine performance
	Long and predictable maintenance intervals
Ask your authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer about Genuine
Remanufactured Diesel Particulate Filters for your truck!
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Diesel Particulate Filters as Genuine
Remanufactured Parts for Mercedes-Benz Trucks
certified to Euro VI standards.

All that counts:
a fully f unctional
Diesel Particulate Filter.
A Diesel Particulate Filter makes sure that the exhaust
gases are purified effectively from particles, and thereby
ensures compliance with statutory Euro VI emission
standards. If the Diesel Particulate Filter is not working
properly, this can cause other problems in addition to
non-compliance with emission limits: Fuel consumption
increases and engine performance suffers, because the
engine is not operating efficiently. In addition, it may
result in unplanned workshop visits or even in vehicle
breakdowns.
When the Diesel Particulate Filter is full and can no longer
be regenerated while on the road, we have the p erfect solution for you: the Mercedes-Benz Genuine Remanufactured
Diesel Particulate Filter – a time-saving solution at an
attractive price.

Your “Full Service Package”
for full economic efficiency.

99.98 % efficiency
without damages!

The Mercedes-Benz Diesel Particulate Filter as a Genuine
Remanufactured Part ensures compliance with EURO VI
emission standards, and does so in an especially efficient
and economical way:

Mercedes-Benz has developed a special cleaning and
testing process for its own Diesel Particulate Filters – for full
performance with a filtration efficiency of 99.98 percent:

	
Attractive package price
Cleaning of the filter means you don’t have to spend
money on buying a new Diesel Particulate Filter.
This saves resources and lowers your costs. The price
also includes all parts needed for swapping the filters.
	
Short downtimes
The exchange process means the new filter is ready
for immediate installation. There are no downtimes
caused by the full filter being sent in for cleaning.
Thanks to testing of the entire component, our filters
offer a precise fit and fast installation.
	
High functionality
The highly specialized cleaning process ensures the
highest purification levels and thus the full performance
efficiency of a new part – and this means:
• Optimal fuel economy with optimal engine
performance – thanks to low exhaust back
pressure
• Long, predictable maintenance intervals –
up to 700,000 km with just one complete
cleaning.*
	
Mercedes-Benz guarantees
High quality and performance of the Mercedes-Benz
Genuine Remanufactured Diesel Particulate Filter.
Rely on the unique know-how of your vehicle’s
manufacturer.

	
Gentle cleaning
Our low-temperature process does not use hard
blasting abrasives or aggressive chemicals, and
fully preserves the catalytic coating and filtration
performance. As a result, it ensures compliance
with the statutory emission standards.
	
Complete surface treatment and leak test
Completely smooth surfaces ensure the tightness
of the exhaust system and thereby compliance with
emission limits.
	
Testing under full load
Each Diesel Particulate Filter is tested extensively
under full load using highly-specialized equipment.
This guarantees the full performance of every filter.

Gentle cleaning at
Mercedes-Benz

Damages as the result of
improper cleaning

* Example for an Actros in long-distance transport.

